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General  

When Responder bids Drury by bidding 2 or 2 to show a 3-card or 4-card Limit Raise, an Opener who 

is interested in game must do something other than bid 2-Major.  We will begin by looking at Opener’s 

standard game try options and alternative game try agreements.  Afterwards, we will examine an 

additional Drury approach.  

 

 

Game Tries  

Any rebid by Opener other than 2-Major shows interest in game.  Bids below 2M are the least forward-

going because we are not committed to the 3-level.  Specifically, 2 over 2 is a waiting bid – not 

promising much more than a basic opening bid but still wanting to know more about Responder’s hand.  

If our fit is , then 2 is available as a mild game try in  - Help Suit Game Try (HSGT) style.  

 

The traditional approach is to play the bids above 2M (our suit) in the same fashion as we would as if the 

auction began 1M – 2M.  Thus, if we play Help Suit Game Tries in that auction, then we would in this 

auction as well.  If we play Kokish GT (or Short Suit Game Tries) then we would generally play the same 

in a Drury auction as we would in a simple raise auction.   This is an important conversation to have with 

partner.   

 

 

2NT Slam Try – Option 

When playing traditional HSGTs, 2NT is not clearly defined.  When the auction goes 1M-2M, slam is 

quite rare (we can splinter at the 4-level if we have shortness – the way we are most likely to have a 

slam), but when Responder has shown a limit raise (especially a 4+card limit raise) then slam is much 

more of a possibility and there are many more hands where Opener will want to explore for slam.  In 

this case, it can be useful for Opener to have a way to ask Responder for their shortness.  This is 

important because it will allow Opener to re-evaluate their hand (like Jacoby 2NT does) to see if they 

have wasted values or if the hands fit together well.  An optional additional agreement is to play 2NT as 

a game forcing bid and have Responder bid over it like they would over Jacoby 2NT.    
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Example   

P 1 

2* 2NT* 

__? 

 3*/*/* Singleton or Void, no great side source of tricks 

 3  No Shortness, maximum hand 

 3NT  No Shortness, 4333, offer to play 

 4-level  5+card side suit, 2/3 top honors, great side source of tricks for slam 

 4  No Shortness, minimum hand 

 

This is a simple recycling of the agreements that we already have good familiarity with in a similar 

auction.  This allows Opener to safely explore slam, keep the auction low, and not give away much 

information about their own (Declarer’s) hand.    

      

 

Drury Alternatives --Modified Drury 

A popular modification to Two-Way Drury is to play 2-Way Modified Drury.  In this method, we switch 

the meaning of the two Drury bids and add another possible hand type to the mix: 

 2 4-card Constructive or 4-card Limit Raise  

 2 3-card Limit Raise 

This modification adds the 4-card constructive raise to the structure.  Over the 2 bid Opener can ask 

Responder what type of 4-card raise they have by bidding 2.  Responder will rebid our suit with only a 

constructive raise and can make any other bid (describing their hand the best they can) if they have a 4-

card limit raise.   Opener will only make this 2 asking if they are interested in at least game opposite 

one of these hands (usually the limit raise) and they need to know which hand Responder has.  They will 

just sign off in our suit if they have no game interest.  

 

 

Conclusion 

There are many alternatives to traditional Drury – 1-way, 2-way, Modified 2-way, 2 1-way, Parity Drury 

(3/5 vs. 4/6 fit), and others.  The most important thing is for you and partner to agree on what you play.  

Start off by agreeing on your basic raise structure (use of 2 or 2 by a passed hand), but be sure to 

follow-up that discussion with firm agreements about game tries in Drury auctions.  Whatever option 

you choose to play, the most important thing is that you and partner agree! 

 


